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CHAPTERR 7 

NLOO Fits on the charm production cross section 

Inn this chapter fits of the charm quark mass, mc, the Peterson and the Kartvelishvili 
fragmentationn functions are described. First there wil l be a short discussion about 
thee goal of the fits. The available experimental data are described which is followed 
byy an outline of the fit strategy. Results of one and two dimensional fits are presented 
andd discussed. 

7.1.. Goal of the fit s 

Thee motivation for the fits presented in this chapter wil l be outlined in this section. A 
tersee description wil l be given on what the current methods are to obtain knowledge 
onn the charm quark mass. It wil l be argued why NLO-pQCD fits of the charm quark 
masss cannot be done without taking into account fragmentation. This will lay the 
basiss for the work described in the remainder of this chapter. 

7.1.1.. Mass of th e char m quar k 

Thee mass of the charm quark is one of the 19 free parameters of the Standard Model. 
Ass a consequence, there is the need to know its value with as much accuracy as 
possible.. As free quarks have not been detected the only way to extract the charm 
quarkk mass is indirectly. The traditional method has been to extract it from the 
welll  known charm-meson masses. One approach uses the quark binding potential 
obtainedd from Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) to extract the charm quark 
masss from D-mesons. Unfortunately this is hampered by the relative lightness of 
thee charm quark. Using non-relativistic QCD the mass can be extracted from the 
spectrumm of the Jj& and the higher bound cc states. 

Ann alternative to using effective theories is found in lattice-gauge calculations 
wheree again the mass of charmed mesons is determined. This method suffers from 
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(a)) Q2(GeV2) (b) P?' (GëV) (c) log10z 

Figur ee 7.1: Differential cross section calculations for open D*^ production at 
HERAHERA by HVQDIS for CTEQ6 and ep = 0.035. (a) the total production cross section 
differentialdifferential in Q2 and (b) differential in pr(D*). (c) The visible production cross 
sectionsection for the ZEUS data, differential in x. The upper (lower) curve shows the 
calculationcalculation for mc = 1 (1.4) GeV. 

thee fact that the charm quark mass is so high that it is sensitive to so-called lattice 
artifacts:artifacts: effects of choices related to the size and spacing of the lattice [33]. 

Thesee extraction methods have been the subject of detailed studies over the past 
years,, revealing the mentioned difficulties when extracting the mass of the lightest 
heavyy quark. Especially for the lattice-gauge calculations it is true that new insights 
inn the difficulties have been obtained in recent years. This is reflected in the fact that 
thee Particle Data Group has increased its estimate of the uncertainty on the mass 
betweenn the 1998 [72] and 2002 [33] editions of the Review of Particle Physics by 
33%,, to 1.0 <mc<  1.4GeV (was 1.1 <mc<  1.4GeV). 

Withh the advent of more precise charm-production data from the HERA exper-
imentss a fourth method becomes available. As shown in chapter 1, the role of the 
charmm quark mass in the charm production cross sections is most pronounced in the 
factt that the cross section rises with a falling charm quark mass and vice versa as 
shownn in Fig. 7.1. The effect of the uncertainty on the charm quark mass is always 
treatedd as an uncertainty on the cross section calculation, but actually it provides a 
windoww of opportunity for determining mc. 

7.1.2.. Fragmentatio n function s 

Fragmentationn functions are extremely important in building the bridge between the 
hardd QCD interaction and the experimental reality. Furthermore, the Peterson func-
tionn has an implicit correlation with the quark mass: ep ~ 1/TTIQ. When extracting 
thee charm quark mass from the visible cross section this cannot be overlooked. Apart 
fromm this (direct) argument, there is the additional effect of the kinematic cuts ap-
pliedd on the charm-originating particles (D*,e~). Variations in the kinematics of 
thee produced mesons directly affect the predicted visible cross sections. This mainly 
manifestss itself in terms of normalisation but additionally it can also directly influ-
encee the shape of differential cross sections. Examples hereof are the da/dpr and 
do/drjdo/drj cross sections. 
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Figur ee 7.2: The ARGUS and CLEO 
measurementsmeasurements of the D° and D*+ cross 
sectionsection as a function of z'. These data 
werewere obtained in e+e~ annihilation at 
^/s^/s « 10 GeV. The Peterson functions 
havehave been fitted to the two D-mesons 
separately,separately, but with the data sets com-
bined. bined. 

00 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

Thiss leads to the conclusion that, when extracting the charm quark mass from 
differentiall  production cross sections, this must be done in conjunction with tuning of 
thee fragmentation functions. And in fact, doing so has two main advantages. First, it 
decreasess the (fragmentation) model dependence of the extracted charm quark mass. 
Second,, it gives rise to a novel way to extract information about the heavy quark 
fragmentation. . 

Traditionallyy fragmentation functions are tuned by fitting them to cross sections 
differentiall  in a parameter z', where z' is an approximation of the fragmentation 
functionn z, the fraction of the transfered light cone momentum (Ch. 2). Typical 
exampless are z' = p/pmax, used by ARGUS [73], and z' = (E + p)/(E + p)max, used 
byy CLEO [74] to extract ep for D° and D  production. These measurements and 
thee resulting Peterson function are shown in Fig. 7.2. Though the parameter z' is 
relatedd to the fragmentation z it is not quite the same. This makes the interpretation 
off  the obtained fragmentation parameter less clear. 

7.2.. The available datasets 

Z^-dat a a 

Thee straightforward nature of the D* -final state compared to the semileptonic state 
(seee Ch. 2) makes it an excellent working ground for pioneering fits on both the 
masss and the fragmentation function. Both the ZEUS and HI collaborations have 
publishedd results on the inclusive production of D* (2010) [70, 71]. The data used in 
thesee fits cover the 1996-1997 running period. The two collaborations have measured 
thee differential production cross sections in slightly different regions of phase space. 
Thiss is mainly due to the respective designs of the two experiments. The kinematic 
characteristicss of the two data sets are given on the left hand side in Tab. 7.1. 

Bothh experiments reported single differential production cross sections as a func-
tionn of Q2, XBJ and W of the event and pr and n of the D*. Additionally, ZEUS 
hass published a cross section differential in x(D*) = 2\f(D*)\/W, with p*  the 
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Tablee 7.1: Kinematic range of the measured D* 
crosscross sections measured by ZEUS and HI. 

(left)(left) and semileptonic (right) 

D^-Var iabl e e 

Q2
M / i v ( G eV2) ) 

QQ22MAXMAX (GeV2) 
VMIN VMIN 

UMAX UMAX 

PT,MIN(GCV) PT,MIN(GCV) 
Pf,MAx(GeV) Pf,MAx(GeV) 

\\rr lMAx\ lMAx\ 

ZEUS-L»** * 

1 1 
600 0 

0.02 2 
0.70 0 

1.5 5 
15 5 

1.5 5 

Hl-£>*

1 1 
100 0 

0.05 5 
0.70 0 

1.5 5 
inf f 
1.5 5 

ZEUS-SLe e 

2 2 
1000 0 
0.03 3 
0.70 0 
1.2 2 
5.0 0 

0.65 5 
2.50 0 

SLe-variable e 

PPSSM%(GeV) M%(GeV) 
PPSSMMLLXx(GeV) Xx(GeV) 

00SSM%M% (^d) 
00SSMAXMAX (rad) 

spatiall  vector of the D* in the 7p center of mass frame, and HI a da/dz, where 
zz = (E — pz)D*/2yEe. All these results include a statistical and a systematic uncer-
taintyy estimation from which a total error was derived by adding them in quadrature. 

Thee semileptoni c dat a 

Thee semileptonic data presented in the previous chapter will be fitted separately and 
thee result will be combined with the D*  data to yield a combined result for the 
simultaneouss extraction of both mc and ep. For completeness, the kinematic range 
coveredd by this data is given on the right hand side in Tab. 7.1. 

7.3.. Fit strateg y 

Too investigate the parameter space for mc and ep initially one parameter will be 
fixedfixed while the other is determined. The results of these fits are the input of a second 
roundd of fits to estimate the minimum of a combined fit. Additionally, this allows 
aa proof of concept and the investigation of the behaviour of the x2 shape in a more 
controlledd setting. 

Inn this simple setting, the use of the Peterson fragmentation function is compared 
too that of the Kartvelishvili form. The fit of the Kartvelishvili fragmentation function 
wil ll  be done with the best-fit value of the charm quark mass of the first round of fits. 
Thiss ensures that it can be directly compared with the result of the second fit of the 
Petersonn function. 

Thee knowledge obtained from this exercise wil l be applied in the simultaneous 
extractionn of both the charm quark mass and ep. Apart from determining the sta-
tisticall  uncertainty of these two dimensional fits, there will also be an assessment of 
thee effect of systematic choices involved in these fits on the obtained results. 

Thee calculation of a full set of cross sections for one configuration of parameters 
byy HVQDIS is rather time consuming. Depending on the machine and parameter 
configurationn it can take between 8 hours and 2 days. As a result it is not feasible 
too do a (MiNUiT-like ) steepest descent parameter fit. Therefore, instead of scanning 
thee parameter space with decreasing step sizes as the x2_minimum is approached, 
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itt is binned equidistantly and the visible cross sections are calculated a priori. The 
X2-valuess are calculated in each bin. The x2-function can be obtained by fitting a 
functionn to these x2-values. Using this analytical function a steepest descent search 
cann be applied to find the best-fit value of the parameter. The obtained best-fit 
parameterr value can be determined with an accuracy better than the parameter bin 
size,, due to the fact that the x2-function is well over-constrained on a relative large 
interval.. An additional benefit of this approach is the greatly reduced sensitivity to 
statisticall  fluctuations in the calculated visible cross sections (see Ch. 2). 

7.4.. Fixed choice s for all fit s 

Thee charm quark mass and the fragmentation function are not the only parameters 
inn the calculation as done by the HVQDIS programme. The other, fixed, settings are 
givenn here. 

Parto nn densit y functio n 

Inn figure 7.3 the results of using CTEQ6 are compared to distributions obtained using 
thee CTEQ5F3 PDF, which is a true fixed-three-flavour set. Both PDFs yield very 
similarr results for the total cross section distributions. The CTEQ6 PDF have been 
extractedd from data sets that include the latest (high precision) results on structure 
functionss from HERA and the high-Ey jets data from the Tevatron. This is more 
likelyy to account for the small differences than the use of a not VFNS for the PDF 
extraction.. In addition the CTEQ6 set has the added bonus that the FORTRAN 
implementationn of the PDFs has a faster interface to the results, compared to the 
CTEQ55 set. In principle other PDFs (GRV98, ZEUS94) are also available, but those 
aree all (a lot) older than CTEQ6, and none included the aforementioned new datasets. 
Therefore,, CTEQ6 was chosen as basis for the fits. 

Renormalisatio nn and factorisatio n scal e 

Pastt analysis of HVQDIS results have given insight in the effect of the scales for 
renormalisationn and factorisation, which for HVQDIS are set to be equal. The most 
detailedd description of such an analysis can be found in the work from the author of 
thee programme [39]. The conclusion of such studies is invariantly that the choice of 
thee exact definition of the scale has only a small effect (« 2%). As HVQDIS offers the 
optionn to choose from many different scale-definitions, which all are equally valid, 
thee choice was made to use to the scale-definition as used in the calculation for the 
ZEUSS D**  publication [70]: fj, =  y/Q

2 + m'>. 

Hadronisatio nn fractio n c —  D

Thee hadronisation fraction is effectively a normalisation parameter for the theory 
distributions.. It is applied after the pQCD calculation as a global scale. In the 
ZEUS-Z?**  publication a value of 0.222  0.020 is used. The current PDG only quotes 
thee DELPHI result ƒ (c -  D*+)  = 7 [33]. However, combined results of all 
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Figur ee 7.4: (a) The \2-distribution of the ZEUS-px cross section for the fits of the 
PetersonPeterson fragmentation function with mc = 1.30 GeV. The fifth order polynomial, 
usedused to obtain the best-fit value is also shown. A fit on a limited range of a parabola 
showsshows that this functional form cannot describe the underlying \2-distribution, (b) A 
comparisoncomparison between the data (dots) and the best-fit HVQDIS-distribution. 

Whenn the best fit values for the individual differential cross sections are listed 
thee o-stat will be quoted. The best fit  values will be given with the two uncertainties 
separately,, following /XBF  O~BF  o"spread. 

7.7.3.. Result s fro m th e fit s 

Inn all, five sets of fits were performed: two on ep, two on mc and one on the Kartvel-
ishvilii  fragmentation model. The first fits for both ep and mc were based on a 
reasonablee prior assumption for the other variable. For the second fit the other pa-
rameterr was fixed to the result of the first fit. This way correlations between optimal 
valuess of mc and ep are probed. 

Char mm quar k mass fi t for ep = 0.035 

Thee fit range for mc was fixed to mc e [1.0 GeV, 2.0 GeV] with Amc = 0.01 GeV. In 
appendixx C, Fig. C.l the x2-distributions of the individual differential cross sections 
andd the combined result are shown. The best-fit values from these x2-distributions 
aree given in Tab. 7.2 and shown in Fig. 7.5. The statistical uncertainty on the best fit 
valuee is « 3 times larger than the initial grid spacing. The result is in good agreement 
withh the PDF value of mc = 1.0 - 1.4 GeV. 

Peterso nn fragmentatio n fi t for mc = 1.30 GeV 

Too fit the Peterson fragmentation function a grid was spanned for ep with ep G 
[0.024,0.300]]  and AeP = 0.002. The x2 distributions are shown in Fig C.4 and the 
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Tablee 7.2: The charm quark mass fit results, with Peterson frag-
mentationmentation (ep = 0.035,) 

Exper iment t 

ZEUS S 

HI I 

combined d 

dcr/dY dcr/dY 

PT(D") PT(D") 

V(D*) V(D*) 
x{D*) x{D*) 
log10(<22) ) 
logio(a;) ) 
W W 
PT(D*) PT(D*) 

V(D*) V(D*) 
z(D*) z(D*) 
log10(Q

2) ) 
logiofa) ) 
W W 
(bestt fit) 
(spread) ) 

bestt fi t 

1.384 4 
1.342 2 
1.389 9 
1.251 1 
1.314 4 
1.318 8 
1.25 5 
1.15 5 
1.31 1 
1.22 2 
1.14 4 
1.17 7 

1.297 7 

+l<r r 
0.101 1 
0.084 4 
0.083 3 
0.088 8 
0.084 4 
0.088 8 
0.11 1 
0.12 2 
0.13 3 
0.13 3 
0.12 2 
0.13 3 

0.028 8 
0.087 7 

-1<7 7 

0.093 3 
0.078 8 
0.075 5 
0.084 4 
0.080 0 
0.082 2 
0.11 1 
0.12 2 
0.11 1 
0.11 1 
0.11 1 
0.12 2 

0.027 7 
0.087 7 

xVdof f 

7.1/4 4 
3.7/5 5 
4.6/5 5 
1.8/6 6 
1.7/4 4 
1.8/5 5 
5.2/4 4 
1.4/3 3 

11.8/6 6 
1.8/5 5 
0.4/3 3 
1.1/3 3 

50.3/53 3 

(a) ) 

1.88 2 

mmcc (GeV) 

HII  - W 

HII  - XBJ 

m-Qm-Q2 2 

HII  - zD. 

HII  - l ) 

HII  - p, 

ZEUSS - W 

ZEUSS - XBJ 

ZEUSS - Q2 

ZEUSS - xD. 

ZEUSS - i) 

ZEUSS - pr 

combined d 

x ' ' 
^ ^ 
X X 

>!C C 
- h -- ' ' 

1 —  ^ 

* * H+--
 !

 M , 

0.05 5 0.1 1 

(b) ) ep ep 

Figur ee 7.5: The individual and combined results of (a) the charm quark mass fit, for 
eepp = 0.035 and (b) the ep fit with mc = 1.30 GeV compared. The distributions that 
werewere not used to obtain the combined ep result are marked by the coloured background. 
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Tablee 7.3: The results for ep with mc = 1.3 GeV. The distributions 
markedmarked with an * have been used to obtain the combined result. 

Experiment t 

ZEUS S 

HI I 

combined d 

dcr/dY dcr/dY 

**  PT(D*) 

**  n{D*) 
**  x(D*) 

logio(Q2) ) 
l°gio(z) ) 
W W 

**  PT(D*) 

**  T]{D*) 
**  z(D*) 

log10(Q
2) ) 

logiofr) ) 
W W 
(bestt fit) 
(spread) ) 

bestt fit 

0.060 0 
0.048 8 
0.060 0 

--
0.034 4 
0.037 7 
0.055 5 

--
0.069 9 

--
--
--

0.054 4 

++  1<T 

0.015 5 
0.024 4 
0.014 4 

--
0.022 2 
0.026 6 
0.020 0 

--
0.039 9 

--
--
--

0.0076 6 
0.0074 4 

-1<7 7 

0.013 3 
0.020 0 
0.012 2 

--
0.009 9 
0.011 1 
0.017 7 

--
0.028 8 

--
--
--

0.0067 7 
0.0074 4 

x
2 / d of f 

3.8/4 4 
3.7/5 5 
1.8/5 5 

--
1.7/4 4 
1.9/5 5 
4.0/4 4 

--
10.5/6 6 

--
--
--

29.2/28 8 

resultss are summarised in Tab. 7.3 and Fig. 7.5. To obtain the combined results only 
thosee distributions that have a direct measure of the D*-fragmentation are used: 
da/dp$*,da/dp$*, da/dnD*  and da/dxD*  or da/dzD*. 

Thee first thing that stands out is that the HI global {Q2,XBJ,W) differential 
distributionss have no minimum on the scanned interval and likewise for the ZEUS-
QQ22. . 

Thee distributions that represent the D*-final state (PT,T),X(D*) and z(D*)) give 
resultss that are very compatible, with the only exception being the Hl-77 distribution, 
whichh has no minimum on the probed interval for mc =1 .3 GeV. The ^-distribution 
off  this cross section was nonetheless combined with the other D*-specific distributions 
forr the determination of the combined result. 

Continuatio nn of th e unfoldin g 

Thee charm quark mass and the Peterson fragmentation function are now fixed to the 
fi tt results in order to determine the other parameter in a new fit. The procedure for 
thesee fits is identical to the ones presented in the previous sections. Therefore only the 
resultss wil l be given here. The individual results for fit  on mc (ep) are given in table 
7.44 (7.5). The results are also given in Fig. 7.6. The HI cross sections typically give a 
lowerr mass as best-fit result than the ZEUS cross sections. This systematic difference 
betweenn the result of the two experiments is however well within the respective quoted 
uncertaintiess on the luminosity, which is 2%. 

Thee second fit of the charm quark mass, though within the combined error of 
thee first fit result, has moved significantly. The ep result remains for all practical 
purposess the same. This last comes as no surprise as the input charm quark mass 
onlyy changed by « 1%. Both results have an improved x2/dof with respect to the 
initiall  fits in common. To conclude, the chain of (combined) results are given in 
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Tablee 7.4: The charm quark mass fit results, with Peterson fragmenta-
tiontion (eP = 0.054; 

Experimentt  dcr/dY best fit  + l t r  -la x 2 / d o f 

ZEUS S 

HI I 

combined d 

ppTT(D*) (D*) 

*?(£>*) ) 
x(D*) x(D*) 
iog10(Q

2) ) 
logi0(ar) ) 
W W 
pr(D*) pr(D*) 
*(D*) *(D*) 
z{D*) z{D*) 
log10(Q

2) ) 
logio(ar) ) 
W W 
(bestt fit) 
(spread) ) 

1.245 5 
1.259 9 
1.259 9 
1.168 8 
1.234 4 
1.242 2 
1.15 5 

1.072 2 
1.23 3 
1.13 3 

1.062 2 
1.079 9 
1.201 1 

0.100 0 
0.086 6 
0.083 3 
0.094 4 
0.086 6 
0.090 0 
0.11 1 

0.122 2 
0.13 3 
0.14 4 

0.117 7 
0.144 4 
0.028 8 
0.077 7 

0.094 4 
0.081 1 
0.080 0 
0.088 8 
0.082 2 
0.085 5 
0.10 0 

0.076f f 

0.12 2 
0.13 3 

0.067* * 
0.084* * 
0.029 9 
0.077 7 

3.3/4 4 
3.4/5 5 
1.1/5 5 
2.0/6 6 
1.1/4 4 
1.8/5 5 
2.0/4 4 
1.2/3 3 

10.3/6 6 
1.8/5 5 
0.4/3 3 
1.2/3 3 

36.1/53 3 

**  These uncertainties are truncated to not exceed the lower edge of the 
fitt interval. Therefore they appear smaller than what they should be. 

Tablee 7.5: The result for ep with mc = 1.29 GeV. The distributions 
markedmarked with an * have been used to obtain the combined result. 

Experiment t 

ZEUS S 

HI HI 

combined d 

dtr/dY dtr/dY 

**  PT{D*) 

**  V(D*) 
**  x(D*) 

logio(<22) ) 
logio(x) ) 
W W 

**  PT(D*) 
**  n(D*) 
**  z{D*) 

log10(Q
2) ) 

logiofc) ) 
W W 
(bestt fit) 
(spread) ) 

bestt  fit 

0.057 7 
0.047 7 
0.056 6 

--
0.038 8 
0.041 1 
0.054 4 

--
0.062 2 

--
--
--

0.054 4 

++ 1<T 

0.013 3 
0.022 2 
0.013 3 

--
0.020 0 
0.023 3 
0.019 9 

--
0.044 4 

--
--
--

0.007 7 
0.005 5 

- 1 < T T 

0.011 1 
0.017 7 
0.010 0 

--
0.012 2 
0.015 5 
0.015 5 

--
0.023 3 

--
--
--

0.006 6 
0.005 5 

X 2/dof f 

3.5/4 4 
3.5/5 5 
1.2/5 5 

--
1.7/4 4 
1.8/5 5 
3.8/4 4 

--
10.4/6 6 

--
--
--

27.1/28 8 
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Figur ee 7.6: 77ie individual and combined results of (a) the charm quark mass fit, for 
epep = 0.054 and (b) the ep fit with mc = 1.29 GeV compared. The distributions that 
werewere not used to obtain the combined ep result are marked by the coloured background. 

Tablee 7.6: The results of the two rounds of fits. 

initia l l firstfirst  fit secondd fit 

11 OQ7 i 0.028_i_0.087 11 o m -1-0.029 i 0.077 
1.ZU11 3=o.029: E0.077 mmcc (GeV) 1.3 

F DD n ( WR f) ( l U -LÜ.0076 i 0.0074 n nc.A i 0.0066_i_0.0053 
eePP U.UÖO U.U04 0 . 0 0 7 6 0 . 0 0 74 U.UÖ4 0 . 0 0 53 

Tab.. 7.6. 

Fitss of the Kartvelishvili fragmentation function 

Thee Kartvelishvili fragmentation function has been successfully fitted on beauty pro-
ductionn data at SLD [76]. The parameter aK was determined to be 3.904  0.072. 
Inn principle charm fragmentation is softer, so the expected value for charm should 
bee (slightly) below this value. Based on these considerations the following interval of 
investigationn was defined: aK G [1.,5.] with AaK = 0.05. For these fits the charm 
quarkk mass was fixed to mc = 1.30 GeV, based on the results from the ep/mc fits. 
Ass for the fits of ep, the fits were restricted to those distributions that are directly 
sensitivee to the heavy quark fragmentation. The x2 distributions of these fits and the 
accumulativee result are shown in Fig. C.5. The results are summarised in Tab. 7.7. 
Thee combined result of ax = 3.34 is in good agreement with the initial assessment 
off  the authors, whom assessed it to be ax ~ 3 [37]. 

7.7.4.. Comparison of fragmentation functions 

Inn Fig. 7.7 the Peterson and Kartvelishvili fragmentation functions are compared, 
withh the parameters fixed to the fit  results. The Kartvelishvili function with aK = 
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Tabl ee 7.7: The results of the fit of OLK, for mc = 1.3 GeV. 

Experiment t 

ZEUS S 

HI I 

combined d 

da/dY da/dY 

**  PT(D*) 

**  rj(D') 
**  x(D*) 

log10(Q
2) ) 

log10(a;) ) 
W W 

**  PT(D*) 

**  Tj{D*) 

**  z{D*) 
iog10(Q

2) ) 
logio(^) ) 
W W 

(spread) ) 

bestt  fi t 

3.21 1 
3.48 8 
3.20 0 
4.56 6 
3.90 0 
3.82 2 
3.37 7 
4.82 2 
3.05 5 
4.82 2 
4.82 2 
4.82 2 
3.34 4 

+l<r r 

0.39 9 
0.82 2 
0.41 1 
0.47 7 
0.91 1 
0.94 4 
0.59 9 

0.20* * 
0.92 2 

0.20+ + 
0.20+ + 
0.20+ + 
0.22 2 
0.62 2 

-la -la 

0.36 6 
0.61 1 
0.37 7 
0.93 3 
0.70 0 
0.74 4 
0.50 0 
0.91 1 
0.71 1 
1.36 6 
0.81 1 
1.03 3 
0.21 1 
0.62 2 

X 2/dof f 

3.7/4 4 
3.6/5 5 
2.5/5 5 
1.8/6 6 
1.7/4 4 
1.7/5 5 
3.7/4 4 
1.9/3 3 
9.8/6 6 
1.8/5 5 
1.0/3 3 
1.4/3 3 

28.3/28 8 

'' These uncertainties are truncated to not exceed the upper edge of the fit  interval. 
Thereforee they appear smaller than what they should be. 

Figur ee 7.7: The Peterson (solid) 
andand Kartvelishvili (dashed) fragmenta-
tiontion functions for the central values 
(thick(thick line) and quoted the uncertain-
tiesties (thin lines). All the distributions 
havehave been normalised individually. 
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3.344 peaks at approximately the same value of z as the Peterson function with the 
bestt li t value for ep. The main difference lies in the fact that the Kartvelishvili 
functionn has a more pronounced tail on both sides of the peak. This is also reflected 
inn that the peak yields a lower D(z)-value. The difference on the high end side is 
importantt as it directly effects the fraction of the cross section that is a priori  visible. 

7.8.. Simultaneou s extractio n of tw o parameter s 

7.8.1.. Parametrisatio n of th e \2-distributio n 

Inn the two dimensional case the best-fit coordinate is found by locating the minimum 
off  the x2-distribution, analogous to the one dimensional case. The two dimensional 
gridd is defined within the ranges xmin - xmax {ymin - Vmax) for the first (second) 
variedd parameter. Each point on this grid has an associated x2-value. 

So,, where the one dimensional case uses a (simple) fifth order polynomial, the 
twoo parameter case needs a more elaborate functional description. This is found in 
thee completely correlated two dimensional polynomial of order two: 

XX22{x,y){x,y) = aix2y2 + a2x
2y + a3x

2 

+a+a44xyxy22 + a5y
2 

+a+a66xyxy + a7x + a8y + a9 (7.6) 

Beforee the function is fitted to the x2 grid the parameters are initialised to some sen-
siblee values. The first assumption is that the correlations between the two quantities 
onn the grid-axes are minimal, i.e. 

aii  = 0 , « 2= 0, 0:4 = 0, ae — 0 

andd the second assumption is that the grid dimensional was chosen such that the 
minimumm lies approximately half-way of the available range and that the one sigma 
uncertaintyy touches the grid boundaries 

^ 33 = ^K^max ~ ^Vmaxymin ~r ymin) 

^ 55 — ^{.Vmax ~ ^ymaxVrnin ~r ymin) 

t*77 &3\-Emax i %min) 

aa88 = -a^(ymax + ymin) 

Andd finally, the constant term is set to the average of the constants of the two 
independentt parabola, which are assumed to yield \2 ~ 2 at the minimum: 

«99 = 2 - ^(a3xmin + a7xmin + a^y  ̂ + a8ymin) 

Byy initialising the parameters in this way a stable fit  of the ^-distribution is ensured, 
wheree the correlation factors wil l not rampage to compensate one another on the grid 
domain. . 
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7.8.2.. Best fi t valu e 

Locatingg the global minimum within the grid domain is non-trivial. There is no 
analyticall  solution for a correlated polynomial of order two. To find the minimum, 
ann adapted version of the bisection method is used in which a step in the x direction 
iss followed by a step in the y direction. Both of these bisection procedures are 
treatedd independently, so the minimum in the ^-coordinate can be found, for instance, 
whilee the y coordinate still needs to be determined. To verify that indeed the global 
minimumm is found the following strategy is used. The bisection method can use any 
initiall  point as a starting point for its 'walk' towards the minimum, if indeed the 
functionn is monolithically falling towards the minimum. Therefore, by starting of in 
thee four corners of the domain it can be verified that the found minimum is the global 
minimum. . 

7.8.3.. Uncertaint y assignmen t 

Thee uncertainty for the two dimensional fit result is taken from the one dimensional 
case.. The difference lies in that the uncertainty can not be given by a set of two 
l aa deviation values, but rather as a closed curve on the two dimensional parameter 
plane.. Points on the lo"-contour must satisfy Eqn. 7.4. 

Inn the ideal case, with only a linear correlation between the two parameters, this 
closedd curve is given by an ellipse, with its focal point being the best fit  value. 

Whenn the observables, mc and ep, are linearly correlated the axes of the ellipse 
wil ll  not coincide with the axes spanned by the two parameters. Rather, the ellipse 
wil ll  be rotated in the mc-ep plane. The relation between mc-ep and the orthogonal 
basiss of the problem is given by 

wheree R is the unitary rotation matrix. The matrix R is purely defined by the 
rotationn angle <p which is shown in Fig. 7.8. The one-sigma contour can now be 
usedd to directly extract the uncertainties on and the correlation between mc and ep, 
following g 

// *m c CTmc/£% \ = R ( * a 0 \ f l _ l  ( 7 8 ) 

withh <r a and o$ as given in Fig. 7.8. This matrix wil l be given as the quantified 
numericall  uncertainty, together with the extreme values of the two parameters on 
thee contour. The quoted error on a single parameter wil l be based on the extremal 
valuess on the la-contour. 

7.8.4.. Extractio n of char m quar k mass and Peterso n fragmentatio n 

Difference ss wit h th e one dimensiona l fit s 

Thee simultaneous extraction of mc and ep follows the same principles as outlined for 
thee single parameter fits. The differences are summarised by the following. 
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•• To allow the use of a correlated 2-dimensional parabola shape for the \2~ 
distributionn not ep but rather ep is fitted. 

•• The hadronisation fraction is taken to be f(c —» D*+) = 0.235, following Glad-
ilin.. In the previous fits the value of f(c -v D*+) = 0.222 was used, in accor
dancee with the ZEUS publication on D*  production. 

•• The ZEUS xD*  distribution is strongly correlated with its P^* and rjD" distri
butions.. To exclude that such correlations bias the combined result, the first is 
nott used in the two dimensional fits. 

Result s s 

Thee fits are based on a two dimensional grid in the mc-£p-plane with 20 and 15 bins 
inn the mc and ep direction, respectively. The fit ranges are taken as 

1.00<< mc <1.95GeV 

0.0009<< ep <0.0100 

Thee results of these primary fits are given in Tab. 7.8. In figure 7.9 the \2~ 
distribution,, the best-fit point and the lu-contour are shown. In addition it shows 
thee effect of varying the hadronisation fraction f(c —> £>*+) by one sigma. This is 
partt of the systematic effects, treated in the next section. 

Onn systemati c effect s 

Thee charm quark mass and the value for ep are obtained by fixing several parameters. 
Thee correct form or value of these parameters is not known on forehand. The effect 
off these choices is investigated to get an idea of the systematic effect on the obtained 
results. . 
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Tablee 7.8: The best fit point of the combined two dimensional fit. The uncer-
taintytainty has been quantified in terms of the extreme values on the la contour and the 
covariancecovariance matrix. The best-fit value gave a \2/dof of 54/57. 

quantit y y 

bestt fit  value 
minimumm on lcr 
maximumm on lo-

mee (GeV) 

1.37 7 
1.33 3 
1.41 1 

4 4 
6.666 -KT3 

5.555 10"3 

7.688 10"3 

ep p 

0.082 2 
0.075 5 
0.088 8 

(( °m*  a™*l*%  \ ( 0.033 5.24 • 10"3 \ 
\°-m\°-mcc/el/el <?*% ) ^ 5 . 2 4 - l Q - 3 1.11 10-3 ) 

•• Choice of input PDF 
Inn section 7.4 the CTEQ6 set was compared to the CTEQ5 set, which is, unlike 
thee CTEQ6 PDFs, a Fixed Three Flavour parton density set. The effect was 
theree shown to be of the order of a few percent, compatible with the intrinsic 
statisticall accuracy of the HVQDIS calculations. Therefore, no uncertainty is 
attributedd to this effect. 

•• Renormalisation and factorisation scale 
Thee choice of renormalisation and factorisation scales was also checked. Both 
scaless were changed from the initial /z2 = Q2 + m2 to fi2 = Q2 + 4m2. The 
effectt was also negligible. 

•• Hadronisation fraction f(c —• D*+) 
Thiss constant directly affects the normalisation of the HvQDis-calculated NLO-
pQCDD cross sections. The effect of varying the central world value with one 
standardd deviation on the best fit value and the one-sigma contour has been 
studied.. The effect induced by these variations on the best-fit values is compa
rablee with the one-sigma contour obtained by taking the central value. 

Thee results of these studies are, when applicable, shown in Fig. 7.9, on top of the 
X2-distributionn of the main fit. The effect of varying the hadronisation fraction has a 
moree pronounced effect on the resulting charm quark mass than on the fragmentation 
function.. This is understood in the direct manner in which the charm quark mass 
enterss the total cross section, shown in Ch. 1. From these studies it follows that the 
systematicc error on the best-fit parameters is 5 GeV for the charm quark mass 
andd 1 on ep, which is negligible compared to the statistical uncertainty on this 
parameter. . 

7.9.. Fit s to th e semileptoni c cros s section s 

Thee cross sections presented in chapter 6 have also been fitted to the predictions of 
thee HVQDIS-programme. Based on the knowledge obtained from the fits on the D*
data.. For the calculation of the semileptonic distributions, the same settings as for 
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mmcc (GeV) 

thee D*^ cross sections were used. In addition the EVTGEN-improved semileptonic 
decay,, described in Ch. 2, was used. The branching fraction for the semileptonic 
decayy was set to be 9.6  0.4%. 

Thee result of these fits is summarised in Fig. 7.10. For the semileptonic cross 
sectionss no minimum was found. The figure clearly indicates that this can mainly be 
attributedd to the fact that there is no real sensitivity to the ep parameter. This is 
likelyy the result of the convolution of the /^-production with the semileptonic decay, 
dilutingg the already weak sensitivity to this parameter, as shown in the £>* -case. 
Stilll  this ^-distribution can be used to further tighten down the charm quark mass 
andd the value for ep, when this information is combined with the results from the 
D^-f i ts. . 

7.10.. Combined D*  and semileptonic fits 

Thee two ^-distribution of both fits can be combined and re-analysed. When doing 
so,, the result of Fig. 7.11 is obtained. 

Thiss figure corresponds to the result presented in Tab. 7.9. The maximal variation 
off  the charm quark mass has remained 40 MeV despite the inclusion of the semilep-
tonicc results in the fit. The central value of the charm quark mass has come down 
withh 30 MeV, or within \<J of the statistical error. The uncertainty on ep has not 
improvedd either, as could be expected from the ^-distribution of the semileptonic 
crosss section alone. From the evaluation of the systematic effects on the fits on the 

Figur ee 7.9: The 
resultresult of the two 
parameterparameter extrac-
tiontion on D*^ pro-
ductionduction data. The 
effecteffect of varying 
thethe hadronisation 
scalescale (triangles) is 
alsoalso shown. 
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Figur ee 7.10: 
XX22-distribution-distribution on 
thethe two dimen-
sionalsional grid for the 
semileptonicsemileptonic cross 
sectionssections of the 
previousprevious chapter. 

«Oii  0.10 

mmcc (GeV) 

Figur ee 7.11: 
XX22-distribution-distribution of 
thethe combined D
andand semileptonic 
data. data. 

1M&.. 0.10 
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Tablee 7.9: The best fit point of the combined two dimensional fit. The uncer-
taintytainty has been quantified in terms of the extreme values on the la contour and the 
covariancecovariance matrix. The best-fit value gave a \2/dof of 120/89. 

quantit y y 

bestt fit  value 
minimumm on la 
maximumm on la 

mmcc (GeV) 

1.33 3 
1.29 9 
1.37 7 

4 4 
6.033 10-3 

4.600 10"3 

7.122 10"3 

ep p 

0.078 8 
0.068 8 
0.084 4 

(( amc a™c/*%\ f 0 . 0 3 5 6 . 1 6 - 1 0 "3 \ 
VV <W4 ^ p j y 6 1 6.1 0- 3 L 4 0 .1 0-3 J 

D**  -data it can be concluded that the systematic uncertainty on the charm mass is 
off  the same order as the statistical one and for ep it is negligible. This leads to the 
finalfinal estimate for both mc and ep of: 

mmcc = 1.33  0.04  0.05 

eePP = 0.078 =t=oIo?o 1 

wheree the first uncertainty denotes the statistical and the second the systematic error. 
Thee la bands for both parameters are shown for all used distributions in Figs. 7.12, 
7.133 and 7.14. The bands for mc (ep) are for the central value of ep (mc). 

7.11.. Summar y and conclusion s 

Inn this chapter it has been shown that the visible cross sections of charm production in 
DISS ep scattering can be used to extract the mass of the charm quark and optimise the 
functionall  form of the heavy quark fragmentation function. The method presented 
iss completely novel and therefore contributes to the world knowledge of these two 
parameters. . 

Thee one dimensional fits showed that the littl e used Kartvelishvili fragmenta-
tionn function is equally able to describe the Z)* -production cross sections as the 
traditionallyy favoured Peterson function. 

Thee dual extraction of the charm quark mass and the optimal Peterson fragmenta-
tionn function has shown that these two parameters are indeed correlated. This is best 
demonstratedd in the case of the fits on the semileptonic production cross sections, 
wheree no minimum can be found, but instead a minimum-trough is seen. 

Thee data prefer a Peterson function parameter of ep = 0.078  0.010 which is 
largerr than the one currently in use, by both collaborations. However, the uncertainty 
alreadyy indicates that the visible charm production cross sections are not particularly 
sensitivee to the precise value of this phenomenological parameter. 

Thee largest contribution to the uncertainty in the extraction of the charm quark 
masss is in the absolute normalisation of the production process, i.e. the values 
off  the hadronisation fraction f(c —• D*+) and the branching ratio BR(c —• e+) . 
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Figur ee 7.12: The ZEUS D*"* 1-cross sections compared to the distributions on the 
la-contourla-contour around the best-fit value. 
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Figur ee 7.13: The ZEUS semileptonic cross sections compared to the distributions 
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Figuree 7.14: The HI D*^-cross sections compared to the distributions on the la-
contourcontour around the best-fit value. 
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Furtherr improvement on the knowledge of these two numbers wil l directly improve 
thee systematical uncertainty on the extracted charm quark mass. 

Thee obtained result of the charm quark mass of mc — 1.33 4 5 GeV is in 
agreementt with other measurements of the charm quark mass, while the uncertainty 
iss competitive with results obtained with the methods presented at the beginning of 
thiss chapter. However, unlike those methods, the result of the method introduced in 
thiss thesis can be improved without having to overcome great technical difficulties. 

Thee statistical uncertainty can be further reduced by including the new r e -
productionn data from both HI and ZEUS, based on the 1998-2000 running of the 
HERAA accelerator. These results use roughly twice the luminosity compared to the 
resultss used thus far. The increase in statistics wil l lead to finer differential cross 
sectionn measurements, vastly improving the resolution of the fits. 

I tt would also be interesting to see what results are obtained when not the Peterson 
fragmentationn function is used, but some other functional form. The Kartvelishvili 
formm already proved in the one dimensional fits that it is able to describe the charm 
data. . 

Att last an answer can be provided to the question central to this thesis. The 
fitss lead to the conclusion that, within the uncertainties, both experimental and 
phenomenologicall  (the fragmentation function), pQCD is indeed able to describe 
thee data. Current discrepancies between the visible cross sections and the theoretical 
predictionss are most likely the result from our limited knowledge of the fragmentation 
process. . 
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